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Let Sq(n) denote the sum of digits of n in base q. For given pairwise coprime
bases q1 , ..., ql and arbitrary residue classes ai mod mi (i=1, ..., l), we obtain an
estimate with error term O(N1&$) for the quantity
*[0n<N : Sqi (n)#ai mod m i (i=1, ..., l)],
which extends results of J. Be sineau and establishes a conjecture of A. O. Gelfond.
More generally, we obtain estimate of this type with each Sqi replaced by an
arbitrary integer-valued completely qi-additive function.  1999 Academic Press
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0. INTRODUCTION
Let q be an integer 2. A function f : N _ [0]  C is called completely
q-additive if f (0)=0 and f (aqk+b)= f (a)+ f (b) for any integers a1,
k1, and 0b<qk. Such functions were introduced by Gelfond [Ge]
and further studied by Delange [De], Be sineau [Be ], Coquet [Co], Ka tai
[Ka ] and others. A simple example of a completely q-additive function is
the function Sq(n) that denotes the sum of the digits of n in base q.
Gelfond [Ge] showed that if m is an integer 2 such that (m, q&1)=1
then the function Sq(n) is uniformly distributed in residue classes modulo
m; more precisely, he proved that for any integer a the estimate
*[0n<N : Sq(n)#a mod m]=
N
m
+O(N1&$) (N1)
holds, where $=$(q, m) is a positive constant depending only on q and m.
He also made several conjectures for more general estimates of this type. In
particular, Gelfond conjectured that the estimate
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*[0n<N : Sq1(n)#a1 mod m1 , Sq2(n)#a2 mod m2]
=
N
m1 m2
+O(N1&$) (N1) (0.1)
holds for arbitrary integers a1 , a2 , provided m1 , m2 , q1 , and q2 are integers
2 satisfying (q1 , q2)=1 and (m1 , q1&1)=(m2 , q2&1)=1.
Be sineau [Be ] proved the asymptotic relation implicit in (0.1), but did
not obtain the asserted error term O(N1&$). More generally, he showed
that for any integers a1 , a2 , ..., al ,
*[0n<N : Sqj (n)#a j mod mj , 1 jl]
t
N
m1m2 } } } ml
(N  ) (0.2)
holds under the conditions that (qi , qj)=1 for i{ j and
(mj , qj&1)=1 (1 jl). (0.3)
Be sineau obtained this result as a consequence of a general theorem on
so-called pseudo-random arithmetic functions; for related work see [Km]
and [Qu].
In this paper we will prove the conjecture (0.1) in its full strength. More
generally, we will show that Be sineau’s asymptotic estimate (0.2) can be
sharpened to an estimate with error term O(N1&$), and that an analogous
estimate holds when Sqj is replaced by an arbitrary completely qj -additive
function fj .
We remark that a different type of joint distribution related to sums-
of-digit functions has been investigated by Solinas [So]. Given a single
function Sq(n), Solinas considered the distribution of tuples of the
type (Sq(k1n), ..., Sq(kln)) in residue classes, where k1 , k2 , ..., kl are posi-
tive integers. He showed that, under certain conditions, these tuples are
uniformly distributed among the ml residue classes (a1 mod m, ..., al mod m).
1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS
Let q=(q1 , q2 , ..., ql) and m=(m1 , m2 , ..., ml) be tuples of integers
satisfying
qj , mj2, (qi , qj)=1 (i{ j). (1.1)
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For each j, let fj be a completely qj -additive function with integer values
and write f=( f1 , f2 , ..., fl). We define
Fj=fj (1), (1.2)
dj=gcd [mj , (qj&1) F j , fj (r)&rF j (2rq j&1)], (1.3)
and let F=(F1 , F2 , ..., Fl), d=(d1 , d2 , ..., dl). For brevity, we write f(n)#
a mod m if fj (n)#aj mod mj holds for each j.
Definition. An l-tuple a=(a1 , a2 , ..., al) of integers is called admis-
sible with respect to the l-tuples q, m, and f if the system of congruences
Fn#a mod d (1.4)
has a solution. We write
A=[a=(a1 , a2 , ..., al) : 0a jmj&1 (2 jl), a admissible]. (1.5)
It is not hard to characterize the admissible l-tuples a by congruence
conditions and to compute the cardinality |A| explicitly; see Lemma 8
below.
Our main result is the following theorem.
Theorem. Let q, m, and f be given as above. For any l-tuple a=
(a1 , a2 , ..., al) of integers and all positive integers N we have
*[0n<N : f(n)#a mod m]
={N|A|+O(N
1&$),
0,
if a is admissible,
otherwise,
(1.6)
where $=$(q, m)=1(120 l2q 3m 2) with
q =max[qj : 1 jl], m =max[mj : 1 jl]
and the O-constant depends only on l and q.
The theorem shows that the values of f modulo m are exactly the
admissible residue classes a modulo m, and that f is always (asymptotically)
uniformly distributed among these residue classes.
As simple consequences of the theorem we shall derive the following
corollaries.
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Corollary 1. Let q, m, f, and $=$(q, m) be as in the theorem. Then
the estimate
*[0n<N : f(n)#a mod m]=
N
m1m2 } } } ml
+O(N 1&$) (N1)
(1.7)
holds for all l-tuples a if and only if the following conditions hold :
(Fj , dj)=1 (1 jl), (1.8)
(di , dj)=1 (1i< jl). (1.9)
Corollary 2. If Fj=1 and (qj&1, mj)=1 for all j, then (1.7) holds for
all residue classes a modulo m. In particular, (1.7) holds when fj (n)=Sqj (n)
and (qj&1, mj)=1 for all j.
This establishes Gelfond’s conjecture (0.1) and sharpens Be sineau’s result
(0.2).
In the case of a single q-additive function f1= f, we obtain the following
corollary.
Corollary 3. Let q and m be integers 2. Let f be an integer-valued
completely q-additive function, and set F*=gcd [ f (n) : n0]. Then f is
uniformly distributed modulo m if and only if (F*, m)=1. In particular, if
F*=1, f is uniformly distributed with respect to all moduli m.
This extends the results of Gelfond and Be sineau, which apply only
under the additional condition that (m, q&1)=1.
2. LEMMAS
We begin with two elementary relations and inequalities. Throughout
this paper, the notation e(x) is used to denote exp(2?ix).
Lemma 1. For any positive integers n and m we have
1
m
:
m&1
k=0
e \ nm k+={
1 if m | n,
0 otherwise.
Proof. If m | n then e(nkm)=1 for all k, so that
1
m
:
m&1
k=0
e \ nm k+=
m
m
=1.
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If m |% n then
:
m&1
k=0
e \ nm k+=
1&e(n)
1&e(nm)
=0. K
Lemma 2. For any real numbers ab>0 and % we have
|a+be(%)|a+b&4b &%&2,
where &%& denotes the distance from % to the nearest integer.
Proof. For any real numbers ab>0 and % we have
4a(a+b&|a+be(%)| )
(a+b+|a+be(%)| )(a+b&|a+be(%)| )
=(a+b)2&|a+be(%)|2
=2ab(1&cos(2?%)).
Since |sin y|(2?) | y| for | y|?2, we have
1&cos(2?%)=1&cos(2? &%&)=2 sin2(? &%&)
2 \2?+
2
?2 &%&2=8 &%&2.
Hence
4a(a+b&|a+be(%)| )16ab &%&2.
The desired result follows from this inequality. K
Lemma 3. Let NK1 be integers and let an (n=0, 1, ..., N&1) be
complex numbers with |an |1. Then we have
} 1N :
N&1
n=0
an&
1
K
:
K&1
n=0
an }2(N&K)N .
Proof. We have
} 1N :
N&1
n=0
an&
1
K
:
K&1
n=0
an }= }\ 1N&
1
K+ :
K&1
n=0
an+
1
N
:
N&1
n=K
an }
 } 1N&
1
K } K+
N&K
N
=
2(N&K)
N
. K
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The next lemma is a version of the Weylvan der Corput inequality; for
a proof see [GK, pp. 1011].
Lemma 4. Let NK1 be integers and let an (n=0, 1, ...,, N&1) be
complex numbers with |an |1. Then we have
} :
N&1
n=0
an }
2

2N 2
K
+
4N
K
:
K
k=1 } :
N&k+1
n=0
anan+k }.
Lemma 5. Let a, b, c, and d be nonnegative real numbers satisfying
a+b1&= and c+d1&= for some =>0. Let
\ac
b
d+
i
=\AiCi
Bi
Di+ (i1).
Then we have
Ai+Bi(1&=) i, Ci+Di(1&=) i (i1). (2.1)
Proof. We proceed by induction on i. When i=1,
A1+B1=a+b1&=, C1+D1=c+d1&=,
which proves (2.1) for i=1. Now, assume that (2.1) holds for some integer
i1. Since
\Ai+1Ci+1
Bi+1
Di+1+=\
Ai
Ci
Bi
Di+\
a
c
b
d+ ,
we have
Ai+1+Bi+1 =(a+b) A i+(c+d ) Bi
(1&=)(Ai+Bi)(1&=) i+1,
Ci+1+Di+1=(a+b) C i+(c+d ) D i
(1&=)(Ci+Di)(1&=) i+1,
which proves (2.1) for i+1. Hence, by induction (2.1) holds for all i1. K
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Lemma 6. Let f be a completely q-additive function. Let t and k be
positive integers with 0r<qt&k. Then we have, for all nonnegative
integers n satisfying n#r mod qt,
f (n+k)& f (n)= f (r+k)& f (r).
Proof. From the hypotheses, n=bqt+r for some nonnegative integer b.
Thus, since f is completely q-additive and, by our hypothesis, r+k<qt,
f (n+k)& f (n)= f (bqt+r+k)& f (bqt+r)
= f (bqt)+ f (r+k)& f (bqt)& f (r)
= f (r+k)& f (r). K
Lemma 7. Let q2 and m2 be integers, and let f be a completely
q-additive function. Let F and d be defined in the same way as the quantities
Fj and dj in (1.2) and (1.3) with respect to q, m, and f, i.e., by
F=f (1), (2.2)
d=gcd [m, (q&1) F, f (r)&rF (2rq&1)]. (2.3)
Then we have, for any nonnegative integer n,
f (n)#nF mod d. (2.4)
Proof. Let n be a nonnegative integer with base-q expansion n=
i=0 ri (n) q
i, where 0ri (n)q&1. The complete q-additivity of f implies
f (n)= :

i=0
f (r i (n)).
Since f (r)#rF mod d for all r by the definition of d, we have
:

i=0
f (ri (n))# :

i=0
r i (n) F mod d.
On the other hand, since q#1 mod q&1, we also have
n= :

i=0
ri (n) qi# :

i=0
ri (n) mod (q&1),
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and therefore
nF# :

i=0
ri (n) F mod d,
since d | (q&1) F. Combining these congruences we obtain (2.4). K
Lemma 8. Let q, m, and f be given as in the theorem, and let Fj and dj
be defined by (1.2) and (1.3).
(i) An l-tuple a=(a1 , a2 , ..., al) of integers is admissible with respect
to q, m, and f if and only if the following conditions hold :
(Fj , dj) | aj (1 jl), (2.5)
ai*F j* #a j*F i* mod (d i* , d j*) (i{ j), (2.6)
where aj*=aj (Fj , dj), F j*=Fj (Fj , dj), and d j*=dj (F j , dj).
(ii) If a is admissible then
*[0n<N : Fn#a mod d]={
N
D
+O(1),
N
D
,
for all N1,
if D | N,
where D=[d*1 , d*2 , ..., d l*].
(iii) The set A of admissible l-tuples defined in (1.5) satisfies
|A|=\ ‘
l
j=1
mj
dj + D. (2.7)
Proof. By definition, a is admissible if and only if the system of con-
gruences (1.4), i.e., Fj n#aj mod dj ( j=1, 2, ..., l), has a solution. Hence (i)
and (ii) follow from the generalized version of the Chinese Remainder
Theorem (see [Sh, Theorem 5.4.3 pp. 156157]).
It remains to prove (iii). Let
A*=[a=(a1 , a2 , ..., al) : 0aj<dj (1 jl), a admissible].
Since the definition of an admissible tuple a depends only on the system of
residue classes a mod d, it follows that, given a tuple a*=(a*1 , ..., al*) # A*,
each tuple of the form a=(a*1+k1d1 , ..., al*+kldl) with integers k1 , ..., kl
is also admissible. Moreover, if in addition 0kj<mj dj for all j, then a
satisfies 0aj<mj for all j and therefore belongs to the set A defined in
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(1.5). Thus, to every a* # A* there correspond exactly >lj=1 (mj d j) such
tuples a # A. Conversely, given a tuple a # A, there exists a unique tuple
a* # A* such that a is of the above form. Hence we have
|A|=\‘
l
j=1
mj
dj + |A*|. (2.8)
Thus, to obtain (2.7) it suffices to show that
|A*|=D. (2.9)
Given an arbitrary tuple a=(a1 , a2 , ..., al) with 0aj<dj (1 jl), let
N(a)={0n< ‘
l
j=1
d j : Fn#a mod d= .
Since D | >lj=1 d j , we have, by part (ii) of the lemma,
|N(a)|={\‘
l
j=1
dj+<D, if a # A*,
0, otherwise.
Hence
:
a mod d
|N(a)|=|A*|
>lj=1 d j
D
. (2.10)
On the other hand, we have
:
a mod d
|N(a)|= :
a mod d
:
Fn#a mod d
0n<>lj=1 dj
1= :
0n<>lj=1 dj
:
Fn#a mod d
a mod d
1.
Since for any n there is unique tuple a mod d satisfying Fn#a mod d, the
last double sum is equal to >lj=1 dj . Substituting this for the left-hand side
of (2.10), we obtain (2.9). K
3. SOME CORRELATION ESTIMATES
In this section we will prove the following correlation estimate, which
will form the main tool in proving our theorem. This estimate may be
regarded as a quantitative and more general version of a result of Be sineau
[Be , pp. 411412].
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Let q and m be integers 2 and let f be an integer-valued completely
q-additive function. Let F and d be given as in (2.2) and (2.3), i.e.,
F=f (1), (3.1)
d=gcd [m, (q&1) F, f (r)&rF (2rq&1)]. (3.2)
Proposition 1. Let N and K be positive integers satisfying - N
KN. For any integer h such that m |% dh we have
1
K
:
K
k=1 }
1
N
:
N&1
n=0
e \ hm ( f (n+k)& f (n))+}
2
=O(N&’), (3.3)
where ’=1(10q3m2) and the O-constant depends only on q.
To prove this result requires several lemmas. We fix q, m, f, and an
integer h such that m |% dh, and set g(n)=e((hm) f (n)). Unless otherwise
specified, N and K are arbitrary positive integers.
We introduce the ‘‘correlation functions’’
8N(k)=
1
N
:
N&1
n=0
g(n) g(n+k),
8K, N(r)=
1
K
:
K&1
k=0
8N(k) 8N(k+r).
The estimate (3.3) to be proved then takes the form 8K, N(0)=O(N &’).
We begin by establishing some recurrence relations for 8N and 8K, N .
The first lemma generalizes a similar result in [Be , p. 411].
Lemma 9. For any integers k0 and 0rq&1 we have
8qN(qk+r)=:r8N(k)+;r8N(k+1), (3.4)
where
:r=
1
q
:
q&r&1
i=0
g(i) g(i+r),
(3.5)
;r=
1
q
:
q&1
i=q&r
g(i) g(i+r&q) (1rq&1), ;0=0.
The quantities :r and ;r satisfy
|:r |
q&r
q
, |;r |
r
q
(0rq&1). (3.6)
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Proof. Observe that, since g is the exponential of a completely
q-additive function, we have
g(aq+b)= g(a) g(b)
for any integers a0 and 0bq&1. Splitting the sum defining
8qN(qk+r) according to the residue class of n modulo q and applying this
relation, we obtain
qN8qN(qk+r)= :
q&1
i=0
:
N&1
n=0
g(qn+i) g(qn+i+ +qk+r)
= :
q&r&1
i=0
:
N&1
n=0
g(n) g(i) g(n+k) g(i+r)
+ :
q&1
i=q&r
:
N&1
n=0
g(n) g(i) g(n+k+1) g(i+r&q)
= :
q&r&1
i=0
g(i) g(i+r) :
N&1
n=0
g(n) g(n+k)
+ :
q&1
i=q&r
g(i) g(i+r&q) :
N&1
n=0
g(n) g(n+k+1)
=(qN) :r8N(k)+(qN) ;r8N(k+1).
This proves relation (3.4). The inequalities (3.6) follows immediately from
the definition of :r and ;r , since the function g has absolute value 1. K
Lemma 10. For r=0, 1 we have
8qK, qN(r)=*r8K, N(0)++r8K, N(1)+&r8K, N(1)+EK, N(r), (3.7)
where |EK, N(r)|2K and
*r=
1
q
:
q&1
i=0
(:i :i+r+; i ;i+r),
+r=
1
q
:
q&1
i=0
:i ;i+r , (3.8)
&r=
1
q
:
q&1
i=0
;i :i+r .
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Here :i and ; i are given by (3.5) for 0iq&1, :q=0 and ;q=1. The
quantities *r , +r , and &r satisfy
|*r |+|+r |+|&r |1 (r=0, 1). (3.9)
Proof. Splitting the sum defining 8qK, qN(r) according to the residue
class of k modulo q and applying Lemma 9, we obtain
qK8qK, qN(r)
= :
q&1
i=0
:
K&1
k=0
8qN(qk+i) 8qN(qk+i+r)
= :
q&r&1
i=0
:
K&1
k=0
(:i 8N(k)+;i 8N(k+1))(:i+r8N(k)+;i+r 8N(k+1))
+ :
q&1
i=q&r
:
K&1
k=0
(:i 8N(k)+;i 8N(k+1))
_(:i+r&q8N(k+1)+;i+r&q8N(k+2)). (3.10)
When r=0, the last double sum is empty. It follows that
qK8qK, qN(0)
= :
q&1
i=0
(: i :i+;i ;i) :
K&1
k=0
8N(k) 8N(k)
+ :
q&1
i=0
; i ; i (8N(K) 8N(K)&8N(0) 8N(0))
+ :
q&1
i=0
: i ;i :
K&1
k=0
8N(k) 8N(k+1)+ :
q&1
i=0
;i :i :
K&1
k=0
8N(k+1) 8N(k)
=(qK)(*08K, N(0)++08K, N(1)+&0 8K, N(1)+EK, N(0)),
where
EK, N(0)=
1
qK
:
q&1
i=0
;i ; i (8N(K) 8N(K)&8N(0) 8N(0)).
Since ;i , 8N(K), and 8N(0) have absolute value at most 1, we have
|EK, N(0)|2K. Hence (3.7) holds in the case r=0.
Next, we consider the case r=1. Since ;0=0, the last double sum in
(3.10) reduces to
:q&1:0 :
K&1
k=0
8N(k) 8N(k+1)+;q&1:0 :
K&1
k=0
8N(k+1) 8N(k+1),
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which is the same as
:q&1;q :
K&1
k=0
8N(k) 8N(k+1)+;q&1;q :
K&1
k=0
8N(k+1) 8N(k+1),
since :0=1=;q . Taking into account that :q=0, we obtain
qK8qK, qN(1)
= :
q&2
i=0
:i : i+1 :
K&1
k=0
8N(k) 8N(k)+ :
q&2
i=0
; i ; i+1 :
K&1
k=0
8N(k+1) 8N(k+1)
+ :
q&2
i=0
: i ; i+1 :
K&1
k=0
8N(k)8N(k+1)
+ :
q&2
i=0
; i : i+1 :
K&1
k=0
8N(k+1) 8N(k)
+:q&1;q :
K&1
k=0
8N(k) 8N(k+1)+;q&1;q :
K&1
k=0
8N(k+1) 8N(k+1)
= :
q&1
i=0
(:i : i+1+; i ;i+1) :
K&1
k=0
8N(k) 8N(k)
+ :
q&1
i=0
; i ; i+1(8N(k) 8N(K)&8N(0) 8N(0))
+ :
q&1
i=0
: i ; i+1 :
K&1
k=0
8N(k) 8N(k+1)
+ :
q&1
i=0
; i : i+1 :
K&1
k=0
8N(k+1) 8N(k)
=(qK)(*1 8K, N(0)++1 8K, N(1)+&18K, N(1)+EK, N(1)),
where
EK, N(1)=
1
qK
:
q&1
i=0
;i ; i+1(8N(K) 8N(K)&8N(0) 8N(0)).
As before we have |EK, N(1)|2K and so (3.7) holds for r=1.
To prove (3.9), we note that, by (3.8) and (3.6),
|*r |+|+r |+|&r |
1
q
:
q&1
i=0
( |:i |+|;i | )( |:i+r |+|;i+r | )1. K
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Lemma 11. For r=0, 1 we have
|8q2K, q2N(r)|\r |8K, N(0)|+_r |8K, N(1)|+
7
K
,
where
\r=|*r*0++r*1+&r*1 | (3.11)
_r=|*r+0++r+1+&r&1 |+|*r &0++r&1+&r +1 | (3.12)
and *r , +r , &r are given by (3.8).
Proof. By Lemma 10 we have
8q2K, q2N(r)
=*r8qK, qN(0)++r 8qK, qN(1)+&r8qK, qN(1)+EqK, qN(r)
=*r(*0 8K, N(0)++0 8K, N(1)+&08K, N(1)+EK, N(0))
++r(*1 8K, N(0)++18K, N(1)+&18K, N(1)+EK, N(1))
+&r (*18K, N(0)++18K, N(1)+&18K, N(1)+EK, N(1))+EqK, qN(r)
=8K, N(0)(*r*0++r*1+&r*1 )+8K, N(1)(*r +0++r+1+&r&1 )
+8K, N(1)(*r&0++r&1+&r+1 )+RK, N(r),
where
RK, N(r)=*rEK, N(0)++rEK, N(1)+&r EK, N(1)+EqK, qN(r).
Hence
|8q2K, q2N(r)|\r |8K, N(0)|+_r |8K, N(1)|+|RK, N(r)|,
where \r and _r are given by (3.10) and (3.11).
Using the bounds |EK, N(r)|2K, |*r |1, |+r |1, and |&r |1, we see
that
|RK, N(r)|
2
K
+
2
K
+
2
K
+
2
qK

7
K
as claimed. K
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Lemma 12. If m |% dh, then the quantities \r and _r defined in Lemma 11
satisfy
\r+_r1&
1
q2m2
(r=0, 1). (3.13)
Proof. By (3.2) the hypothesis m |% hd is equivalent to
m |% gcd [hm, h(q&1) f (1), h( f (n)&nf (1)) (2nq&1)].
By (3.1) the latter condition holds if and only if either
hf (1)(q&1)0 mod m (C1)
or q3 and for some n # [2, 3, ..., q&1],
h( f (n)&nf (1))0 mod m. (C2)
Suppose first that (C2) holds for some n # [2, 3, ..., q&1] and thus
necessarily q3. If for all k # [1, 2, ..., q&2]
h( f (k+1)& f (k))#h( f (1)& f (0)) mod m,
then for each n # [2, 3, ..., q&1],
hf (n)=h :
n&1
k=0
( f (k+1)& f (k))#hn( f (1)& f (0))
=hnf (1) mod m,
so that (C2) does not hold. Thus, if the condition (C2) holds then there is
at least one k0 # [1, 2, ..., q&2] such that
h( f (k0+1)& f (k0))h( f (1)& f (0)) mod m.
Hence if we let
%=
h
m
( f (k0+1)& f (k0)& f (1)+ f (0))
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then &%&1m. By (3.5) it follows that
|:1 |= } 1q :
q&2
k=0
e \ hm ( f (k+1)& f (k))+}

1
q } e \
h
m
( f (1)& f (0))++e \ hm ( f (k0+1)& f (k0))+}+
q&3
q

1
q
|1+e(%)|+
q&3
q

1
q
(2&4 &%&2)+
q&3
q

1
q \2&
4
m2++
q&3
q
=
q&1
q
&
4
qm2
,
where the third inequality follows from Lemma 2. Thus, using the bound
|;1 |1q (see (3.6)), we obtain
|:1 |+|;1 |
q&1
q
&
4
qm2
+
1
q
=1&
4
qm2
.
Hence, by (3.8) and the bound |:i+r |+|;i+r |1 (which follows from
(3.6) and the fact that :q+;q=1), we have, for r=0, 1,
|*r |+|+r |+|&r |
1
q
:
q&1
i=0
( |:i |+|; i | )( |:i+r |+|;i+r | )

1
q
:
q&1
i=0
( |:1 |+ |;i | )

1
q \q&1+1&
4
qm2+=1&
4
q2m2
.
By (3.11), (3.12), and (3.9) we have
\r+_r |*r | ( |*0 |+ |+0 |+|&0 | )+(|+r |+|&r | )( |*1 |+|+1 |+|&1 | )
|*r |+ |+r |+ |&r |1&
4
q2m2
.
This proves the desired inequality (3.13) in the case h satisfies (C2).
Now, suppose that h does not satisfy (C2) for any n # [2, 3, ..., q&1],
but satisfies (C1). Then
hf (n)#hnf (1) mod m (0nq&1).
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This implies, for i=0, 1, ..., q&1,
:i =
1
q
:
q&i&1
k=0
e \ hm ( f (i+k)& f (k))+
=
1
q
:
q&i&1
k=0
e \ hm ((i+k) f (1)&kf (1))+=
q&i
q
e \ hm if (1)+
and similarly
;i =
1
q
:
q&1
k=q&i
e \ hm ( f (i+k&q)& f (k))+
=
1
q
:
q&i&1
k=0
e \ hm ((i+k&q) f (1)&kf (1))+=
i
q
e \ hm (i&q) f (1)+ .
When i=q, these relations hold trivially since :q=0 and ;q=1. Setting
%=(hm) f (1) we therefore have
:i=|:i | e(i%), ;i=|;i | e((i&q) %) (0iq), (3.14)
where
|:i |=
q&i
q
, |;i |=
i
q
(0iq). (3.15)
By (3.8) and (3.14) we have for r=0, 1
*r =
1
q
:
q&1
i=0
(: i:i+r+;i ;i+r)
=
1
q
:
q&1
i=0
( |: i | |:i+r |+|;i | |;i+r | ) e(r%)
=
1
q
:
q&1
i=0 \
q&i
q
}
q&i&r
q
+
i
q
}
i+r
q + e(r%)
=
2q2&3r+1
3q2
e(r%), (3.16)
+r=
1
q
:
q&1
i=0
:i; i+r=
1
q
:
q&1
i=0
|:i | |;i+r | e((r&q) %)
=
1
q
:
q&1
i=0
q&i
q
}
i+r
q
e((r&q) %)
=
q2+3qr+3r&1
6q2
e((r&q) %), (3.17)
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&r=
1
q
:
q&1
i=0
;i :i+r=
1
q
:
q&1
i=0
|; i | |:i+r | e((r+q) %)
=
1
q
:
q&1
i=0
i
q
}
q&i&r
q
e((r+q) %)
=
q2&3qr+3r&1
6q2
e((r+q) %). (3.18)
Therefore, by (3.11) we have for r=0, 1
\r=|*r*0++r*1+&r *1 |
=| |*r | |*0 | e(r%)+|+r | |*1 | e((r+1&q) %)+|&r | |*1 | e((r+q&1) %)|
=| |*r | |*0 |+|+r | |*1 | e((1&q) %)+|&r | |*1 | e((q&1) %)|
| |*r | |*0 |+|+r | |*1 | e((1&q) %)|+|&r | |*1 |.
Now, it follows immediately from (3.16) and (3.17) that |*0 ||*1 | and
|+1 ||+0 |. Moreover, since |*1 |=(4q3&4q)6q312 and |*r |+|+r |+
|&r |1 we have |*r ||+r | and thus |*r | |*0 | |+r | |*1 |. Also, note that
since h satisfies (C1), we have &(q&1) %&=&(q&1) hf (1)m&1m. Hence,
applying Lemma 2 we obtain
| |*r | |*0 |+|+r | |*1 | e((1&q) %)|
|*r | |*0 |+|+r | |*1 |&4 |+r | |*1 | &(1&q) %&
|*r | |*0 |+|+r | |*1 |&
4
m2
|+r | |*1 |
|*r | |*0 |+|+r | |*1 |&
1
4m2
,
since
|+r | |+0 |=
q3&q
6q3

1
8
and |*1 |12. It follows that
\r|*r | |*0 |+|+r | |*1 |+|&r | |*1 |&
1
4m2
.
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Using this bound for \r and the bound (3.12) for _r , we obtain
\r+_r|*r | ( |*0 |+ |+0 |+|&0 | )
+( |+r |+ |&r | )( |*1 |+ |+1 |+|&1 | )&
1
4m2
1&
1
4m2
1&
1
q2m2
. K
Lemma 13. For r=0, 1 and any positive integer i we have
8q2iK, q2iN(r)e&{i \1+7q
2
K + ,
where {=1(q2m2).
Proof. Let
M=\\0\1
_0
_1+ , M i=\
Ai
Ci
Bi
Di+ (i1).
By Lemma 12 we have \r+_r1&{ with { given as in the statement of
Lemma 13. Applying Lemma 5, we therefore obtain
Ai+Bi(1&{) ie&{i, Ci+Di (1&{) ie&{i (i1). (3.19)
Setting
Pi=|8q2iK, q2iN(0)|, Qi=|8q2iK, q2iN(1)|,
and applying Lemma 11 with q2i&2N and q2i&2K in place of N and K, we
obtain
Pi \0Pi&1+_0Qi&1+
7
q2i&2K
(i1),
Qi \1Pi&1+_1Qi&1+
7
q2i&2K
(i1),
or equivalently,
\PiQi+M \
Pi&1
Qi&1++
7
q2i&2K \
1
1+ (i1),
where the inequality is to be interpreted componentwise.
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Iterating this estimate i times we obtain
\PiQ i+M i \
P0
Q0 ++\
Ri
Si + ,
where
\RiS i += :
i
j=1
7
q2( j&1)K
M i& j \11+ .
Since by (3.19),
M i& j \11+\
e&{(i& j)
e&{(i& j)+ ,
it follows that
max(Ri , Si)
7
K
:
i
j=1
e&{(i& j)
q2( j&1)
=e&{i
7q2
K
:
i
j=1 \
e{
q2+
j
e&{i
7q2
K
since the last sum is at most 1 because e{q2e1q2q&212.
Also, (3.19) and the trivial bounds P01 and Q01 imply
M i \P0Q0+\
e&{i
e&{i+ .
Combining these estimates yields the asserted inequality. K
Proof of Proposition 1. We may suppose that Nq10, since otherwise
(3.3) holds trivially. Let N and K be positive integers with q5- N
KN and set
t=_ log N5 log q& , (3.20)
so that t1 and q2t- N. Then there exist integers M1, L1 and
0R, S<q2t such that
N=q2tM+R, K=q2tL+S.
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By Lemma 3, we have, for any nonnegative integer k,
|8N(k)&8q2tM(k)|
= } 1N :
N&1
n=0
g(n) g(n+k)&
1
q2tM
:
q2tM&1
n=0
g(n) g(n+k)}
2 \N&q
2tM
N +
2q2t
N
and thus
8N(k) 8N(k)=8q2tM(k) 8q2tM(k)+O \q
2t
N + ,
where the O-constant is absolute. Therefore we may write
8K, N(0)=
1
K
:
K&1
k=0
8N(k) 8N(k)
=
1
K
:
K&1
k=0
8q2tM(k) 8q2tM(k)+O \q
2t
N + .
Applying Lemma 3 again, we obtain
} 1K :
K&1
k=0
8q2tM(k) 8q2tM(k)&
1
q2tL
:
q2tL&1
k=0
8q2tM(k) 8q2tM(k)}
2 \K&q
2tL
K +
2q2t
K
so that
1
K
:
K&1
k=0
8q2tM(k) 8q2tM(k)
=
1
q2tL
:
q2tL&1
k=0
8q2tM(k) 8q2tM(k)+O \2q
2t
K + .
Hence we have
8K, N(O)=8q2tL, q2tM(0)+O \q
2t
K ++O \
q2t
N + ,
where the O-constant is absolute. Since - NKN, we have, by
Lemma 13,
8K, N(0)=O(e&{t)+O \ q
2t
- N+ , (3.21)
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where {=1(q2m2) and the first O-constant depends on q and the second
O-constant is absolute.
By our assumption Nq10 and (3.20) we have
log N
10 log q

log N
5 log q
&1t
log N
5 log q
. (3.22)
The first two inequalities imply
&{t &{
log N
10 log q
=&
log N
10q2m2 log q
&
log N
10q3m2
and thus
e&{tN &1(10q3m2).
From the last inequality of (3.22), we obtain
q2t
- N

1
- N
exp \25 log N+=N&110.
Hence the error terms in (3.21) are both of order O(N&’) with
’=1(10q3m2), and we obtain the asserted estimate (3.3). K
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
We suppose that q=(q1 , q2 , ..., ql), m=(m1 , m2 , ..., ml), f=( f1 , f2 , ..., fl),
q =max[q1 , q2 , ..., ql] and m =max[m1 , m2 , ..., ml] are as defined at the
start of Section 1. We let F=(F1 , F2 , ..., Fl) and d=(d1 , d2 , ..., dl), where
Fj and dj are defined by (1.2) and (1.3).
Proposition 2. Let h=(h1 , h2 , ..., hl) be an l-tuple of integers such that
mi |% dih i holds for at least one index i. Then we have, for all positive integers N,
:
N&1
n=0
e \ :
l
j=1
hj
mj
f j (n)+=O(N1&$), (4.1)
where $=1(120l2q 3m 2) and the O-constant depends only on q and l.
Proof. Let h=(h1 , h2 , ..., hl) be given as in the proposition. Set
gj (n)=e((hj mj) fj (n)) and g(n)=>lj=1 gj (n). Then (4.1) takes the form
} :
N&1
n=0
g(n) }=O(N1&$). (4.2)
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Given a positive integer N, we let K=[N13l] and apply Lemma 4 to
obtain
} :
N&1
n=0
g(n) }
2

2N2
K
+
4N
K
:
K
k=1 } :
N&k&1
n=0
g(n) g(n+k)}. (4.3)
Set t j=[2 log Klog qj] and Qj=q tjj , so that K
2q&1j QjK
2. We may
assume Nq 3l, since for 1N<q 3l the estimate (4.2) holds trivially by
choosing the O-constant large enough. Then K=[N13l]qj so that t j2
and thus
2KK2q&1j QjK
2. (4.4)
Let Q=(Q1 , Q2 , ..., Ql). Given an l-tuple r=(r1 , r2 , ..., rl) of integers, we
define
Pr =[n # N _ [0]: n#r mod Q],
where the congruence n#r mod Q is understood to hold componentwise.
We note that, since the moduli Qj=q tjj are pairwise coprime (by (1.1)), the
system of congruences n#r mod Q is equivalent to a single congruence
modulo >lj=1 Qj . Thus, each set Pr is an arithmetic progression modulo
>lj=1 Q j , and we have, in particular,
*[0n<N: n # Pr]=
N
>lj=1 Qj
+O(1), (4.5)
where the O-constant is absolute.
We set
R=[r=(r1 , r2 , ..., rl): 0rjQj&1 for each j],
R0=[r=(r1 , r2 , ..., rl): 0rjQj&K&1 for each j].
Splitting the inner sum on the right of (4.3) according to the residue class
of n modulo Q, we obtain, for 1kK,
:
N&k&1
n=0
g(n) g(n+k)
= :
r # R
:
N&k&1
n=0
n # Pr
g(n) g(n+k)
= :
r # R0
:
N&k&1
n=0
n # Pr
g(n) g(n+k)+ :
r # R"R0
:
N&k&1
n=0
n # Pr
g(n) g(n+k). (4.6)
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Note that, if n # Pr with r # R0 , then for each j, n#rj mod Qj and
0rj+k<Qj for 1kK. Thus by Lemma 6 we have for such n
g(n) g(n+k)= ‘
l
j=1
gj (n) g j (n+k)
=exp { :
l
j=1
hj
mj
( f j (n+k)& fj (n))=
=exp { :
l
j=1
hj
mj
( f j (rj+k)& f j (r j))=
= ‘
l
j=1
g j (r j) gj (rj+k).
Hence the first double sum on the right of (4.6) becomes
:
r # R0
:
N&k&1
n=0
n # Pr
‘
l
j=1
gj (rj) gj (rj+k)
= :
r # R
:
N&k&1
n=0
n # Pr
‘
l
j=1
gj (rj) gj (r j+k)
& :
r # R"R0
:
N&k&1
n=0
n # Pr
‘
l
j=1
gj (rj) gj (r j+k),
and we obtain
:
N&k&1
n=0
g(n) g(n+k)
= :
r # R
‘
l
j=1
gj (r j) gj (rj+k) :
N&k&1
n=0
n # Pr
1
+ :
r # R"R0
:
N&k&1
n=0
n # Pr
{g(n) g(n+k)& ‘
l
j=1
gj (rj) gj (rj+k)=
=:
1
+:
2
, (4.7)
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say. We estimate the sum 2 trivially, using (4.5), the trivial bounds
| gj |1, | g|1, and the bound
|R"R0 | :
l
i=1
*[r: 0r j<Qj ( j{i), Qi&Kri<Qi]
 :
l
i=1
K ‘
l
j=1
j{i
Qj :
l
i=1
K
Qi
‘
l
j=1
Qj
q l
K
‘
l
j=1
Q j ,
where the last inequality follows from (4.4). Thus
}:
2
} :r # R"R0 :
N&k&1
n=0
n # Pr
22 |R"R0 | } \ N>lj=1 Qj +O(1)+
2lq
N
K
+O \1K ‘
l
j=1
Qj+ . (4.8)
To estimate 1 , we use (4.5) again, getting
:
1
= ‘
l
j=1
:
Qj&1
rj=0
gj (r j) gj (rj+k) \ N>lj=1 Qj +O(1)+
=N ‘
l
j=1
1
Q j
:
Qj&1
rj=0
gj (r j) g j (r j+k)+O \‘
l
j=1
Qj+ . (4.9)
Since, by (4.4) and the definition of K, >lj=1 QjK
2lNK, the final error
terms in (4.8) and (4.9) are of order O(NK). Substituting the estimates
(4.8) and (4.9) into (4.7), we thus obtain
:
N&k&1
n=0
g(n) g(n+k)=N ‘
l
j=1
1
Qj
:
Qj&1
rj=0
gj (r j) g j (r j+k)+O \NK+ ,
where the O-constant depends only on l and q. By (4.3) it follows that
} :
N&1
n=0
g(n) }
2

4N2
K
:
K
k=1 } ‘
l
j=1
1
Qj
:
Qj&1
rj=0
gj (rj) gj (rj+k)}+O \N
2
K +
=
4N2
K
:
3
+O \N
2
K + , (4.10)
say. To estimate 3 , we will apply the correlation estimate of Proposition 1.
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Ho lder’s inequality gives
:
3
K1(l+1) ‘
l
j=1 \ :
K
k=1 }
1
Qj
:
Qj&1
rj=0
gj (rj) gj (rj+k)}
l+1
+
1(l+1)
K ‘
l
j=1 \
1
K
:
K
k=1 }
1
Qj
:
Qj&1
rj=0
gj (rj) gj (rj+k)}
2
+
1(l+1)
, (4.11)
where the last step is valid since the terms |Q&1j 
Qj&1
rj=0
g j (rj) gj (r j+k)|
have absolute value at most 1. Now, by assumption, we have mj |% djhj for
at least one index j, say j=i. Also note that by (4.4), KQiK2. Applying
Proposition 1 with f =f i and N=Qi , we therefore obtain
1
K
:
K
k=1 }
1
Q i
:
Qi&1
ri=0
gi (ri) gi (r i+k)}
2
=
1
K
:
K
k=1 }
1
Qi
:
Qi&1
ri=0
e \ himi ( f i (n+k)& fi (n))+}
2
=O(Q&’ii )=O(K
&’i),
where ’i=1(10q3i m
2
i ) and the O-constant depends on q i . By our assump-
tion Nq 3l we have N13lq 2 and so K=[N13l](12) N13l. Thus,
setting ’=1(10q 3m 2), we have ’’i and
K&’iK&’2’N &’3l2N&’3l.
Hence
1
K
:
K
k=1 }
1
Qi
:
Qi&1
ri=0
gi (ri) gi (ri+k)}
2
=O(N&’3l).
Estimating the factors with j{i in (4.11) trivially by 1, we obtain
:
3
=O(KN &’(3l(l+1)))=O(KN&’(6l2)).
Hence by (4.10), (4.3) becomes
} :
N&1
n=0
g(n) }
2

4N 2
K
:
3
+O \N
2
K +
=O(N2&’(6l2))+O(N2&13l),
where the O-constants depend on l and q. Now note that, with $=’12l2
=1(120l2q 3m 2) defined as in the proposition, the exponents in the last
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two error terms are both 2&2$. Thus, (4.2) holds and the proof of
Proposition 2 is complete. K
Proof of the Theorem. Let
C(N)=*[0n<N : f(n)#a mod m].
We need to show that C(N)=N|A|+O(N1&$) if a is admissible, and
C(N)=0 otherwise. We first show that C(N)=0 when a is not admissible.
Suppose C(N){0. Then there exists an integer n with 0n<N satisfying
the system of congruences
fj (n)#aj mod mj (1 jl). (4.12)
But by Lemma 7 we have for each j
fj (n)#Fj n mod dj .
Since, by (1.3), dj is a divisor of mj , the last two congruences hold modulo
dj and we obtain
Fj n#aj mod d j (1 jl),
which means that a is admissible. Hence, if a is not admissible, then
C(N)=0.
Next, suppose that a is admissible. By Lemma 1 we may write
C(N)= :
N&1
n=0
‘
l
j=1 \
1
m j
:
mj&1
hj=0
e \
hj
m j
( f j (n)&a j)++ .
Let
H=[h=(h1 , h2 , ..., hl) : 0hjmj&1 for each j],
H0=[h=(h1 , h2 , ..., hl) : 0hjmj&1 and mj | djhj for each j].
Rearranging the last sum, we obtain
C(N)=
1
>lj=1 mj
:
N&1
n=0
:
h # H
e \ :
l
j=1
hj
mj
( fj (n)&aj)+
=
1
>lj=1 mj \:1 +:2 + , (4.13)
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where
:
1
= :
N&1
n=0
:
h # H0
e \ :
l
j=1
h j
mj
( f j (n)&aj)+
and
:
2
= :
N&1
n=0
:
h # H"H0
e \ :
l
j=1
hj
m j
( fj (n)&a j)+
= :
h # H"H0
e \& :
l
j=1
hj
mj
aj+ :
N&1
n=0
e \ :
l
j=1
hj
m j
f j (n)+ .
Now, if h # H"H0 , then Proposition 2 implies
} :
N&1
n=0
e \ :
l
j=1
hj
m j
f j (n)+}=O(N1&$)
with $=1(120l2q 3m 2). Hence
:
2
=O( |H"H0 | N 1&$)=O(N1&$), (4.14)
where the O-constant depends only on m and q. On the other hand, since
the condition mj | djhj is equivalent to (mj dj) | hj , we see that
H0={h=\m1d1 h$1 , ...,
ml
dl
h$l+ : 0h$j<dj&1 for each j= .
Hence, setting H$=[h$=(h$1 , ..., h$l) : 0h$j<dj&1 for each j], we have
:
h # H0
e \ :
l
j=1
hj
m j
( fj (n)&a j)+= :h$ # H$ e \ :
l
j=1
h$j
dj
( fj (n)&a j)+ .
Since, by Lemma 7, fj (n)#Fj n mod dj , we may replace f j (n) by F jn in the
last sum. We then obtain
:
1
= :
N&1
n=0
:
h$ # H$
e \ :
l
j=1
h$j
dj
(F jn&aj)+
= :
N&1
n=0
‘
l
j=1 \ :
dj&1
h$j=0
e \
h$j
dj
(F jn&aj)++
=\‘
l
j=1
dj + :
N&1
n=0
‘
l
j=1 \
1
dj
:
dj&1
h$j=0
e \
h$j
dj
(Fjn&aj)++ .
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By Lemma 1, the innermost sum is equal to dj if F jn#aj mod dj and 0
otherwise. Hence
:
1
=\‘
l
j=1
dj + *[0n<N : Fjn#a j mod d j (1 jl)].
By Lemma 8 and our assumption that a is admissible, it follows that
:
1
= ‘
l
j=1
dj \ND+O(1)+= ‘
l
j=1
mj
N
|A|
+O(1). (4.15)
Substituting (4.14) and (4.15) into (4.13) we obtain
C(N)=
N
|A|
+O(N1&$),
which is the desired estimate. K
5. PROOFS OF COROLLARIES
Proof of Corollary 1. Suppose first that (1.7) holds for all l-tuples a.
Then all l-tuples a are admissible and hence |A|=>lj=1 mj . In particular,
since 1=(1, 1, ..., 1) is admissible, Lemma 8(i) implies that (Fj , dj) | 1 for
each j. Hence we have (1.8) and thus d j*=d j (Fj , dj)=dj for each j.
Lemma 8(ii) implies that
1=
[d 1*, d 2* , ..., d l*]
>lj=1 dj
=
[d1 , d2 , ..., dl]
>lj=1 dj
.
Therefore [d1 , d2 , ..., dl]=>lj=1 dj , which implies that the numbers dj are
pairwise coprime. Thus we have (1.9).
Conversely, suppose that (1.8) and (1.9) hold. Then (2.5) and (2.6)
are trivially satisfied since (Fj , dj)=1 and (d i*, d j*)=(di , dj)=1. By
Lemma 8(i) it follows that all tuples a are admissible. The theorem then
implies (1.7) since |A|=>lj=1 m j . K
Proof of Corollary 2. If Fj=1 and (qj&1, mj)=1 for all j, then (1.8)
and (1.9) hold trivially. The conclusion then follows from Corollary 1. In
particular, if fj (n)=Sqj (n) then F j=Sqj (1)=1. Thus the second assertion
holds. K
335DISTRIBUTION OF q-ADDITIVE FUNCTIONS
Proof of Corollary 3. By Corollary 1, f is uniformly distributed modulo
m if and only if (F, d )=1 where F= f (1) and
d=gcd [m, (q&1) f (1), f (r)&rf (1) (0r<q)].
Thus it suffices to show that (F, d )=(F*, m). Note that
(F, d )=gcd [ f (1), m, (q&1) f (1), f (r)&rf (1) (0r<q)]
=gcd [ f (1), m, f (r) (0r<q)]
=gcd [m, f (r) (0r<q)]
=gcd [m, f (n) (n0)],
where the last step follows since for any n0 with base-q expansion
n=i=0 ri (n) q
i, we have f (n)=i=0 f (r i (n)). Hence (F, d )=(F*, m), as
required. K
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